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1) KS1 – Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar (SPaG)
2) Sentence types/clauses – Y3/4/5/6
3) Pronouns – Y3/4
4) Prefixes/Suffixes – Y3
5) Speech – Y3/4/5/6
6) Apostrophes for possession/plurals – Y4+
7)) Fronted adverbials/commas – Y4/5/6
8) Expanded noun phrases – Y4/5/6
9) Relative clauses/pronouns – Y5
10) Modal verbs/adverbs – Y5
11) Parenthesis – Y5
12) Synonyms/antonyms – Y6
13) Active/passive voice – Y6
14) Subjunctive form – Y6
15) Colons/semi-colons 
16) Hyphens – Y6

Order of content



Key content of KS1 
SPAG learning.

Punctuation

Capital letters, 
full stops, 
exclamation 

marks, question 
marks, commas in 

a list

Using 
homophones

Understanding 
different 

sentence types

Learning completed 
in Year One provides 
a good foundation 
for learning in Year 

Two.

Accurate 
spelling of 
common 

exception words
(see next page)

Using the past 
tense 

accurately 
including 

irregular words

Spelling 
contracted 

words
(don’t, can’t, I’ll)

Understanding 
word types

(nouns, verbs, 
adverbs, adjectives)





How can 

I help my child at

home?

Pointing out 
SPAG 

content when 
reading 
together

Using capital 
letters for 

Proper Nouns 
when writing 
names in 

birthday cards, 
letters etc

Pointing out  
different 

sentence types

Noticing 
Proper Nouns 
on signs when 
travelling in 
the car

Correcting your 
child’s speech if 
they use an 

incorrect word

Practising spelling 
common exception 

words.

Punctuation

Word types

Sentence types

Examples of past 
tense words

Specifically for the 
past tense





SENTENCE 

TYPES
Year 

3/4/5/6



The 3 types of sentences are:

- Simple

- Compound

- Complex

Today we are going to be look at the 

three sentence types – it can be a bit 

confusing, so listen up!



Simple sentences: 

You all use these in your writing!

A simple sentence has a noun and a 
verb.

The tiger growled. 

The young girl sprinted across the road.

The kettle boiled. 



Compound sentences
A compound sentence is when two 
sentences are joined by a 
connective/conjunction. 

I love bananas. I don’t like grapes. 

I love bananas but I don’t like 
grapes. 



What conjunction can be used to join 
these two simple sentences to create 
a compound sentence?

I want to be good at football. 
I practice my skills everyday. 

I want to be good at football so I 
practice my skills everyday. 



Complex Sentences 
These are formed when you join a 
main clause and a subordinate clause 
together. 

Main clause – has a noun and a verb 
and makes sense on its own. 

Subordinate clause – does not make 
sense on its own. 



The subordinate clause can be put before or after 
the main clause:

Although I was scared,  I carefully crossed the 
bridge. 

I carefully crossed the bridge, even though I was 
scared

If a sentence starts with a subordinate clause, you 
should put a comma before the main clause starts. 
Or in the middle of the main clause:

David, who had a sore throat, sang beautifully. 

This is known as a ‘drop in’ clause. Why?



Or in the middle of the main clause:

David, who had a sore throat, sang beautifully. 

This is known as a ‘drop in’ clause. Why?

It is separated by a ‘comma sandwich’ 



Can you identify the subordinate 
clause in each sentence?
Emily was on her way to school, 
she was very cheerful.

My brother is very tall and much 
older than me.

Mr Sweeney who was secretly 
Batman rushed out of the 
classroom.



Were you correct?

Emily was on her way to school, 
she was very cheerful.

My brother is very tall and much 
older than me.

Mr Smith, who was secretly 
Batman, rushed out of the 
classroom.



Pronouns

When you want sentences to flow smoothly, avoiding 

repetition, you will need to use pronouns in place of 

nouns.

Year 3/4



Pronouns

Personal
I                   you

he                she

it                  we

they             me

you              him

her us            

them

Compound
myself

yourself

himself

herself

itself

ourselves

yourselves

themselves

Possessive
theirs

ours

yours

hers

its

mine

his

yours

There are three main groups of 

pronouns.



Personal Pronouns - subject

The six personal pronouns which you use as the subject of your 
sentence are:

IIII
hehehehe
sheshesheshe
theytheytheythey

itititit
youyouyouyou
wewewewe



Pronoun – Quiz
Where could you place these pronouns:

I…..you…. she…. it…..they……he….?

1. Mary could not find______ anywhere.

2. Jack said that _____ thought Joe was ill.

3. ______ had a dream.

4. “______ are my best friends,” ____  said.



Personal Pronouns - objects

Personal pronouns may also be used as the object of your sentence, e.g.

memememe
youyouyouyou
itititit

themthemthemthem
usususus
herherherher
himhimhimhim



Personal Pronouns - objects

Where could you place these pronouns:

me….you ….it ….them ….us….her….him?me….you ….it ….them ….us….her….him?me….you ….it ….them ….us….her….him?me….you ….it ….them ….us….her….him?
1.1.1.1. Jack saw the ball and picked ____ up.Jack saw the ball and picked ____ up.Jack saw the ball and picked ____ up.Jack saw the ball and picked ____ up.
2.2.2.2. Susan looked at _____ and he cried.Susan looked at _____ and he cried.Susan looked at _____ and he cried.Susan looked at _____ and he cried.
3.3.3.3. The girls said that the books belonged to  The girls said that the books belonged to  The girls said that the books belonged to  The girls said that the books belonged to  

________.________.________.________.
4.4.4.4. Paul spoke to ______ about the problem.Paul spoke to ______ about the problem.Paul spoke to ______ about the problem.Paul spoke to ______ about the problem.

Pronoun – Quiz



Compound Pronouns

This is where the subject and the object are the same person or persons.

herselfherselfherselfherself
himselfhimselfhimselfhimself
itselfitselfitselfitself

yourselfyourselfyourselfyourself
myselfmyselfmyselfmyself

themselvesthemselvesthemselvesthemselves
ourselvesourselvesourselvesourselves
yourselvesyourselvesyourselvesyourselves



Compound Pronouns

Where could you place these compound pronouns:

herself…himself…itself…yourself…myself…herself…himself…itself…yourself…myself…herself…himself…itself…yourself…myself…herself…himself…itself…yourself…myself…
themselves…ourselves…yourselves?themselves…ourselves…yourselves?themselves…ourselves…yourselves?themselves…ourselves…yourselves?
1.1.1.1. The man could fly the plane by ____________.The man could fly the plane by ____________.The man could fly the plane by ____________.The man could fly the plane by ____________.
2.2.2.2. They like to walk to school ___________.They like to walk to school ___________.They like to walk to school ___________.They like to walk to school ___________.
3.3.3.3. She solved the problem ___________.She solved the problem ___________.She solved the problem ___________.She solved the problem ___________.
4.4.4.4. They managed to complete the tasks by ___________.They managed to complete the tasks by ___________.They managed to complete the tasks by ___________.They managed to complete the tasks by ___________.

Pronoun – Quiz



Possessive Pronouns
Possessive nouns are used instead of nouns that 
show possession. 

e.g. theirs
ours
yours
hers
its

mine
his

yours



Possessive Pronouns
Where could you place these possessive pronouns:

theirs…ours…yours…hers…its…mine…his…?theirs…ours…yours…hers…its…mine…his…?theirs…ours…yours…hers…its…mine…his…?theirs…ours…yours…hers…its…mine…his…?
1.1.1.1. Is this book __________?Is this book __________?Is this book __________?Is this book __________?
2.2.2.2. That bag is_________ not hers.That bag is_________ not hers.That bag is_________ not hers.That bag is_________ not hers.
3.3.3.3. Those sweets are _________.Those sweets are _________.Those sweets are _________.Those sweets are _________.
4.4.4.4. _________ is the house with the white fence._________ is the house with the white fence._________ is the house with the white fence._________ is the house with the white fence.

Pronoun – Quiz





Year 3+





















Using
Speech Marks

Year 
3/4/5/6



Speech marks go around the bits of a 
sentence actually being spoken.

“Hello, Blab!” exclaimed Blob.

“Hello, Blob!” replied Blab. “What a surprise 
seeing you here!”

Hello, Blab!
Hello, Blob! What 
a surprise seeing 
you here!



We also need to put some 
punctuation at the end of each piece 
of dialogue before we close the 
speech marks - ! ? , .

“I don’t believe it!” cried Kate.

“Believe it or not,” Ben shrugged, “it’s true.”

Amy nodded. “I believe it.”

“Do you believe it?” Charlie asked.



a. Would you like a sweet Tom asked.

“Would you like a sweet?” Tom asked. 

b. I’d love to come to your party Sam exclaimed.

“I’d love to come to your party!” Sam exclaimed.

c. That was a really sad story sniffed John.

“That was a really sad story,” sniffed John.

d. If you’d like it Alice murmured have it.

“If you’d like it,” Alice murmured, “have it.”

Where should the speech marks and 
closing punctuation go in these 
sentences?



“Hello, Mr. Batt!” called James.

“Hello there!” replied Mr. Batt.

“How are you feeling today?” James asked, 
stopping at Mr. Batt’s gate.

“I’m fine, thanks James,” smiled Mr. Batt, “just no 
more football for a while!”

We also need to start a new line
every time a different character
speaks.



Bodget and Brown looked hard at the chimney. 
It was leaning a very long way over. It will have 
to be pulled down said Bodget, as he and the 
constable looked up at the chimney. It can not 
be left in that state said the constable. You had 
better get started. I have told Mrs. Worth about 
it. We will go and get some ladders and 
scaffolding from the lorry said Bodget and off he 
went. 

Try punctuating 
this dialogue:



Bodget and Brown looked hard at the chimney. It 
was leaning a very long way over.
"It will have to be pulled down," said Bodget, as 
he and the constable looked up at the chimney. 
"It can not be left in that state," said the 
constable. "You had better get started. I have 
told Mrs. Worth about it."
"We will go and get some ladders and 
scaffolding from the lorry," said Bodget and off 
he went. 

Now, check your dialogue 
punctuation:



1. Put speech marks around the words
being spoken.

2. Punctuate the speech before closing
speech marks.

3. Start a new line for each new speaker. 

We need to remember:





Apostrophes

When and when not to use them.

Year 3/4/5/6



Apostrophes can be used to show missing 

letters. 

I can not come to the party.

I can’t come to the party.

Can not becomes can’t.

The apostrophe shows that there are letters missing.



More examples of apostrophes for contraction. 

Jack would not play with his baby brother.

Jack wouldn’t play with his baby brother.

Emma did not want to eat the unhealthy chocolate cake.

Emma didn’t want to eat the unhealthy chocolate cake.



What do these words become when you shorten 

them?

have not 

they will  

shall not 

I have

you are 

haven’t

they’ll

shan’t

I’ve

you’re



Make sure the apostrophe is in the correct place.

Check these for accuracy;

did’nt

we’ll

should’nt

didn’t

we’ll (correct)

shouldn’t



Its and it’s

So many people get this wrong!!!

The apostrophe is only used to show ‘it is’. 

It’s sunny today.

It’s very kind of you to give me your last sweet.

“It’s full of wonderful things,” exclaimed Howard Carter after 
discovering Tutankhamun’s tomb. 



Apostrophes for possession.

Apostrophes are also used to show possession.

Mrs Clarke’s computer – the computer belongs to Mrs 
Clarke and there is only one Mrs Clarke, so the apostrophe 

goes before the ‘s’ 



More possessive apostrophes;

Oliver’s book bag – the book bag belongs to Oliver.

Bob’s football boots – the boots belong to Bob.

Julie’s toy dalek – the dalek belongs to Julie.



When things belong to more than one person;

When more than one person is involved, the apostrophe comes after 
the ‘s’.

The boys’ cloakroom – more than one boy.

The players’ changing room – more than one player.

The teachers’ staffroom – more than one teacher.



Where should the apostrophe go?

Janes shoes

Nicks new car

The cats whiskers (one cat)

The horses stables (6 horses)

The raiders boat (lots of raiders)

Jane’s shoes

Nick’s new car

The cat’s whiskers

The horses’ stables

The raiders’ boat



Some common errors involving apostrophes;

I see these sort of errors all 
the time. Can you spot 
them?

Fish and chip’s

The car’s were on the road.

Half price clothe’s

I saw a dog with it’s bone.

Lucys book’s were on the table.

Fish and chips 

The cars were on the road.

Half price clothes

I saw a dog with its bone.

Lucy’s books were on the table.





Fronted adverbials

• A fronted adverbial goes at the beginning of a 
sentence

• It describes the verb in the sentence

• It describes where, when and how

Year 4/5/6



As soon as he could, Tom jumped off the train.

Last week, I went to the dentist.



In the winter, some animals hibernate.

Outside my house, I found a pizza.



Which fronted adverbial? 

I clean my teeth.

The ground began to shake.

I lost my coat.

I play football.

She lifted the sleeping 
baby.

I reached the finish line.

Gently,
Before I go to bed,
At last,
Suddenly,
At the park,
Every playtime

Can you match the fronted adverbial to each sentence so they all make sense?



Gently, she lifted the sleeping baby.

Before I go to bed, I clean my teeth.

At last, I reached the finish line.

Suddenly, the ground began to shake.

At the park, I lost my coat.

Every playtime, I play football.



When 
Every week … 
During playtime … 
Once a year … 
Before I go to bed … 
When I go home …

Where 
Beside my bed … 
On holidays … 
In the park … 
At home … 
Outside my house … 

How 
Without … 
Running … 
Carefully … 
Suddenly … 
Gently …

Try using some of these
fronted adverbials in your 
sentences!



Challenge!

Who can complete this sentence in the most interesting way?

In the middle of the night,In the middle of the night,In the middle of the night,In the middle of the night,



Which one is which?

A. Tells you how much of something there is 

(E,g, Quite a few, some, many).

B. Tells you the place or position of 

something (E.g. on the left, inside, next to).

C. A small group of words that stand 

together. (An amazing place)

D. Names people, places or things 

E. Are typically words such as a, an and the

1. Noun

1. Determiner / article

1. quantifier

1. Preposition

1. phrase



Noun Phrases

Year 4/5/6



What is a noun phrase?

A noun phrase is a word or a  group of words that 

act the same as a noun.  In travel writing, noun 

phrases can make your writing more interesting 

and descriptive.



TEMPLE



MAJESTIC TEMPLE

Adjective + noun = noun phrase



EXTREMELY MAJESTIC TEMPLE

Adverb + Adjective + noun = noun phrase



THE EXTREMELY MAJESTIC TEMPLE

Determiner + adverb + Adjective + noun = noun phrase



THE EXTREMELY MAJESTIC TEMPLE ON THE OUTSKIRTS 

OF BANGKOK

Determiner + adverb + Adjective + noun + prepositional phrase = noun phrase



SOME OF THE MOST MAJESTIC TEMPLES IN BANGKOK

Quantifier + Adjective + noun + prepositional phrase = noun phrase



Year 5

Relative clauses



What is a relative clause?
A relative clause is a type of subordinate clause. A 
relative clause usually adds more detail about the noun 
in the main clause. 
Relative clauses turn our simple sentences into 
complex sentences and up level our writing!

For example, this simple sentence:

The boy walked to school.
Can become a complex sentence by adding the clause:

The boy, who was feeling upset, walked to school.

The main clause could stand alone as a simple sentence, 
but the relative or subordinate clause cannot.



You can add extra information to your sentences, 
by adding extra information in a relative clause.

The man was waiting in a queue.

The man, who was a sailor, was waiting in the 
queue.

What extra information was added to the sentences?
Where was it added?
What punctuation was added and where?

The snarling beast roared with all his might.

The snarling beast, whose breath smelled like 
rotting eggs, roared with all his might.



Demetrius was a fisherman. He was 18 years old.

Demetrius was desperately sad. His parents had 
disappeared. 

His home was the island of Kos. It was peaceful and 
beautiful.

His mother had been taken by Poseidon, God of the 
sea. Her eyes were as blue as the ocean.

Which words can you use to join these 2 simple sentences 
into 1 complex sentence?

who
whose

which
where



Now add more detail to these simple sentences using the 
joining words in the stars. Write your new sentences in your 

topic books.

1. The terrifying minotaur charged at Theseus.

2. The creatures flew and attacked him.

3. The powerful ship sailed carefully through the huge, jagged rocks.

4. Jason skillfully used his sword to slay the harpies.

5. Hercules managed to slay the lion.

6. The hydra had nine heads.

7. The Greek Gods liked to interfere with the lives of the poor mortals.

8. Poseidon sent a powerful, terrifying sea creature called the Kraken.

9. Zeus used a thunderbolt as his weapon.

10.Ariadne handed Theseus a ball of string.

who
whose which where

Remember to add your detail after the subject. 
Don’t forget punctuation!



Give more information about someone or something using words 
like:

who whose which where

• Example:

• The girl walked into the classroom.

• As the girl, with flaming red hair and freckles on her nose, 
walked into the classroom, where all heads turned to stare at 
her.

• The girl, who was feeling very nervous by now, walked into the 
classroom, although she really felt like bolting out of the door.

• Since this was her first day at her new school, the girl thrust 
back her shoulders confidently and walked into the classroom, 
which by now was packed with children. 



Verbs - Recap

Year 5



ActionActionActionAction VerbsVerbsVerbsVerbs StateStateStateState Verbs Verbs Verbs Verbs 

Ella quickly ran home. I am very tired today.  

The cauldron bubbled loudly. We have PE every Tuesday 

Rain-filled clouds drifted past. Harry is a chatterbox. 

Verbs - Recap
� A verbverbverbverb is a doing word; they show actionactionactionaction or a state of state of state of state of 

beingbeingbeingbeing.

� The verb is usually performed by the subject of the 

sentence.

� For example: 

ActionActionActionAction VerbsVerbsVerbsVerbs StateStateStateState Verbs Verbs Verbs Verbs 

Ella quickly ranranranran home. I amamamam very tired today.  

The cauldron bubbledbubbledbubbledbubbled loudly. We havehavehavehave PE every Tuesday 

Rain-filled clouds drifteddrifteddrifteddrifted past. Harry isisisis a chatterbox. 



Modal Verbs



Modal Verbs

� Modal verbs are placed before the main verb and 

show how certaincertaincertaincertain or possiblepossiblepossiblepossible something is.  

� For example:

YouYouYouYou willwillwillwill learnlearnlearnlearn everything you need to about everything you need to about everything you need to about everything you need to about 

modal verbs today. modal verbs today. modal verbs today. modal verbs today. 

WillWillWillWill is a modal verb modal verb modal verb modal verb – it shows 

that I am certaincertaincertaincertain you will learn 

about modal verbs today.

LearnLearnLearnLearn is the main verb main verb main verb main verb 

– it’s what you’re doing 

now! 



Modal Verbs

� The modal verbs are:

willwillwillwill cancancancan shallshallshallshall maymaymaymay mustmustmustmust

wouldwouldwouldwould couldcouldcouldcould shouldshouldshouldshould mightmightmightmight ought ought ought ought 



Verbs
How does changing the modal verb change the meaning of the How does changing the modal verb change the meaning of the How does changing the modal verb change the meaning of the How does changing the modal verb change the meaning of the 

sentence?sentence?sentence?sentence?

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence Meaning Meaning Meaning Meaning 

Livia may may may may eat her 

broccoli. 

Livia has a choice – she may eat it, she 

might not – it’s up to her to decide. 

Livia shoulshoulshoulshould d d d eat 

her broccoli. 

It’s not still not certain but Livia has less of a 

choice, ‘should’ suggests that there is a 

strong reason for her to eat the broccoli. 

Livia shallshallshallshall eat her 

broccoli .
Livia is going to eat the broccoli. 

Livia mustmustmustmust eat her 

broccoli.

Livia is going to eat it. ‘Must’ suggests that 

there may be negative consequences if she 

doesn’t!

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence Meaning Meaning Meaning Meaning 

Livia may may may may eat her 

broccoli. 

Livia has a choice – she may eat it, she 

might not – it’s up to her to decide. 

Livia shoulshoulshoulshould d d d eat 

her broccoli. 

It’s not still not certain but Livia has less of a 

choice, ‘should’ suggests that there is a 

strong reason for her to eat the broccoli. 

Livia shallshallshallshall eat her 

broccoli .
Livia is going to eat the broccoli. 

Livia mustmustmustmust eat her 

broccoli.

Livia is going to eat it. ‘Must’ suggests that 

there may be negative consequences if she 

doesn’t!

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence Meaning Meaning Meaning Meaning 

Livia may may may may eat her 

broccoli. 

Livia has a choice – she may eat it, she 

might not – it’s up to her to decide. 

Livia shoulshoulshoulshould d d d eat 

her broccoli. 

It’s not still not certain but Livia has less of a 

choice. ‘Should’ suggests that there is a 

strong reason for her to eat the broccoli. 

Livia shallshallshallshall eat her 

broccoli .
Livia is going to eat the broccoli. 

Livia mustmustmustmust eat her 

broccoli.

Livia is going to eat it. ‘Must’ suggests that 

there may be negative consequences if she 

doesn’t!

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence Meaning Meaning Meaning Meaning 

Livia may may may may eat her 

broccoli. 

Livia has a choice – she may eat it, she 

might not – it’s up to her to decide. 

Livia shoulshoulshoulshould d d d eat 

her broccoli. 

It’s not still not certain but Livia has less of a 

choice. ‘Should’ suggests that there is a 

strong reason for her to eat the broccoli. 

Livia shallshallshallshall eat her 

broccoli .
Livia is going to eat the broccoli. 

Livia mustmustmustmust eat her 

broccoli.

Livia is going to eat it. ‘Must’ suggests that 

there may be negative consequences if she 

doesn’t!

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence Meaning Meaning Meaning Meaning 

Livia may may may may eat her 

broccoli. 

Livia has a choice – she may eat it, she 

might not – it’s up to her to decide. 

Livia shoulshoulshoulshould d d d eat 

her broccoli. 

It’s not still not certain but Livia has less of a 

choice. ‘Should’ suggests that there is a 

strong reason for her to eat the broccoli. 

Livia shallshallshallshall eat her 

broccoli .
Livia is going to eat the broccoli. 

Livia mustmustmustmust eat her 

broccoli.

Livia is going to eat it. ‘Must’ suggests that 

there may be negative consequences if she 

doesn’t!



Modal Verbs
Can you identify the modal verbs in these sentences?Can you identify the modal verbs in these sentences?Can you identify the modal verbs in these sentences?Can you identify the modal verbs in these sentences?

� You must eat all your vegetables if you want pudding.

You mustmustmustmust eat all your vegetables if you want pudding.

� Josh hoped he could finish the game before his mum 

turned off the Xbox. 

Josh hoped he couldcouldcouldcould finish the game before his mum 

turned off the Xbox. 

� I would like to come tomorrow, if that’s still okay? 

I wouldwouldwouldwould like to come tomorrow, if that’s still okay? 



Modal Verbs

� Modal verbs have a positive and a negative form.

� For example:



Modal Verbs
Can you change the modal verbs in these sentences so that they are negative?Can you change the modal verbs in these sentences so that they are negative?Can you change the modal verbs in these sentences so that they are negative?Can you change the modal verbs in these sentences so that they are negative?

� You must touch the big red button.

� I would recommend broccoli sandwiches. 

� Oliver may be able to finish on time. 

� Fish should be left out of water. 

� Ava can remember where she put her headphones. 

� “I will take your half of the chocolate bar,” Ralf 

promised.



Modal Verbs
Can you change the modal verbs in these sentences so that they are negative?Can you change the modal verbs in these sentences so that they are negative?Can you change the modal verbs in these sentences so that they are negative?Can you change the modal verbs in these sentences so that they are negative?

� You mustn'tmustn'tmustn'tmustn't touch the big red button.

� I wouldn’twouldn’twouldn’twouldn’t recommend broccoli sandwiches. 

� Oliver may not may not may not may not be able to finish on time. 

� Fish shouldn’tshouldn’tshouldn’tshouldn’t be left out of water. 

� Ava can’tcan’tcan’tcan’t remember where she put her headphones. 

� “I won’t won’t won’t won’t take your half of the chocolate bar,” Ralf 

promised.



Modal Verbs
For each sentence decide whether the modal indicates certainty or For each sentence decide whether the modal indicates certainty or For each sentence decide whether the modal indicates certainty or For each sentence decide whether the modal indicates certainty or 

possibility. possibility. possibility. possibility. 

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence CertaintyCertaintyCertaintyCertainty / Possibility/ Possibility/ Possibility/ Possibility

You will do your homework.

Miss Fenton can ice skate.

I might be able to come on Thursday.

Mr Bartlett won’t be pleased to see this mess. 

It could rain at the weekend.

It may not be ruined.

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence CertaintyCertaintyCertaintyCertainty / Possibility/ Possibility/ Possibility/ Possibility

You willwillwillwill do your homework. Certainty Certainty Certainty Certainty 

Miss Fenton can ice skate.

I might be able to come on Thursday.

Mr Bartlett won’t be pleased to see this mess. 

It could rain at the weekend.

It may not be ruined.

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence CertaintyCertaintyCertaintyCertainty / Possibility/ Possibility/ Possibility/ Possibility

You willwillwillwill do your homework. Certainty Certainty Certainty Certainty 

Miss Fenton cancancancan ice skate. Certainty Certainty Certainty Certainty 

I might be able to come on Thursday.

Mr Bartlett won’t be pleased to see this mess. 

It could rain at the weekend.

It may not be ruined.

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence CertaintyCertaintyCertaintyCertainty / Possibility/ Possibility/ Possibility/ Possibility

You willwillwillwill do your homework. Certainty Certainty Certainty Certainty 

Miss Fenton cancancancan ice skate. Certainty Certainty Certainty Certainty 

I mightmightmightmight be able to come on Thursday. PossibilityPossibilityPossibilityPossibility

Mr Bartlett won’t be pleased to see this mess. 

It could rain at the weekend.

It may not be ruined.

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence CertaintyCertaintyCertaintyCertainty / Possibility/ Possibility/ Possibility/ Possibility

You willwillwillwill do your homework. Certainty Certainty Certainty Certainty 

Miss Fenton cancancancan ice skate. Certainty Certainty Certainty Certainty 

I mightmightmightmight be able to come on Thursday. PossibilityPossibilityPossibilityPossibility

Mr Bartlett won’twon’twon’twon’t be pleased to see this mess. Certainty Certainty Certainty Certainty 

It could rain at the weekend.

It may not be ruined.

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence CertaintyCertaintyCertaintyCertainty / Possibility/ Possibility/ Possibility/ Possibility

You willwillwillwill do your homework. Certainty Certainty Certainty Certainty 

Miss Fenton cancancancan ice skate. Certainty Certainty Certainty Certainty 

I mightmightmightmight be able to come on Thursday. PossibilityPossibilityPossibilityPossibility

Mr Bartlett won’twon’twon’twon’t be pleased to see this mess. Certainty Certainty Certainty Certainty 

It couldcouldcouldcould rain at the weekend. PossibilityPossibilityPossibilityPossibility

It may not be ruined.

Sentence Sentence Sentence Sentence CertaintyCertaintyCertaintyCertainty / Possibility/ Possibility/ Possibility/ Possibility

You willwillwillwill do your homework. Certainty Certainty Certainty Certainty 

Miss Fenton cancancancan ice skate. Certainty Certainty Certainty Certainty 

I mightmightmightmight be able to come on Thursday. PossibilityPossibilityPossibilityPossibility

Mr Bartlett won’twon’twon’twon’t be pleased to see this mess. Certainty Certainty Certainty Certainty 

It couldcouldcouldcould rain at the weekend. PossibilityPossibilityPossibilityPossibility

It may not may not may not may not be ruined. PossibilityPossibilityPossibilityPossibility





Parenthesis

Parenthesis: placing a part of a sentence between a pair of 

such punctuation marks as commas, dashes, and 
brackets, to show that they are asides or interruptions 

in the normal flow of text. 
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Parenthesis

You can use a pair of commas, a pair of dashes or a pair of 

brackets. 



Commas, Brackets, Dashes

The register of the prose is affected by the 
choice of the punctuation:

- Commas are most commonly used.

- Brackets tend to be used in formal writing.

- Dashes tend to be used in informal writing.

- There is, however, no fixed rule about the 
register and the punctuation marks used. 
You need to think and decide whether or 
not the register has been affected.



Commas

Commas are most commonly used.

If commas are functioning as parenthesis:

• there will be two of them

• the sentence would make sense if the reader skipped 

over the parenthesis.



Comma Example

“A handwritten note, scribbled in green ink, was taped firmly 
across the letterbox.”

Commas are used as the register is not markedly formal or 
informal.

The sentence would make sense without the parentheses: 
“A handwritten note was taped firmly across the letterbox”



Brackets

Brackets tend to be used in formal writing.

If brackets are functioning as parenthesis:

• there will be two of them

• the sentence would make sense if the reader skipped 
over the parenthesis.



Brackets example

“The court should know that Michael Smith (the defendant) 

has up until now always been thought of as one of 
Lightwater High School’s best students.”

Brackets are used as the sentence is formal. 

The sentence would make sense if the parenthesis was 
skipped over.



Dashes

• Dashes tend to be used in informal writing.

If dashes are functioning as parenthesis:

• there will be two of them

• the sentence would make sense if the reader skipped 
over the parenthesis.



Dashes Example

“Well, it was like this : the lads who had come off the trip –

some of them as young as thirteen - had just got a bit 
bored with waiting…”

Dashes have been used as the sentence is conversational 

and informal. 

The sentence would make sense if the parenthesis was 

skipped over.



Summary so far

• There are three ways to punctuate with parenthesis.

• There will always be a pair of punctuation marks.

• The sentence would make sense without the parenthesis.



But what is the POINT?



The POINT of PARENTHESIS

• To add in additional information.

• To make an aside to the reader.

• To alter the tone of the prose.



What is a Synonym?What is a Synonym?What is a Synonym?What is a Synonym?

� A Synonym is a word that has     almost the A Synonym is a word that has     almost the A Synonym is a word that has     almost the A Synonym is a word that has     almost the 

same or similar meaningsame or similar meaningsame or similar meaningsame or similar meaning

� Cold Cold Cold Cold ---- ChillyChillyChillyChilly

� Vacant Vacant Vacant Vacant ---- emptyemptyemptyempty

� Big Big Big Big ---- HugeHugeHugeHuge Year 6



What is a Synonym forWhat is a Synonym forWhat is a Synonym forWhat is a Synonym for intelligentintelligentintelligentintelligent????

a.a.a.a. FunnyFunnyFunnyFunny

b.b.b.b. SmartSmartSmartSmart

c.c.c.c. GladGladGladGlad

d.d.d.d. SillySillySillySilly



What is the synonym for silent?What is the synonym for silent?What is the synonym for silent?What is the synonym for silent?

a.a.a.a. RoundRoundRoundRound

b.b.b.b. ExpensiveExpensiveExpensiveExpensive

c.c.c.c. LoudLoudLoudLoud

d.d.d.d. QuietQuietQuietQuiet



What is an Antonym?What is an Antonym?What is an Antonym?What is an Antonym?

�Antonyms are words that mean the Antonyms are words that mean the Antonyms are words that mean the Antonyms are words that mean the 

opposite of another word.opposite of another word.opposite of another word.opposite of another word.

�Hot Hot Hot Hot ---- ColdColdColdCold

�Short Short Short Short –––– TallTallTallTall

�Big Big Big Big ---- LittleLittleLittleLittle



What is the Antonym for Country?What is the Antonym for Country?What is the Antonym for Country?What is the Antonym for Country?

a.a.a.a. SummerSummerSummerSummer

b.b.b.b. HighHighHighHigh

c.c.c.c. CityCityCityCity

d.d.d.d. RichRichRichRich



What is an antonym for always?What is an antonym for always?What is an antonym for always?What is an antonym for always?

a.  Yella.  Yella.  Yella.  Yell

b.  Neverb.  Neverb.  Neverb.  Never

c.  c.  c.  c.  SometimesSometimesSometimesSometimes

d.  d.  d.  d.  ForeverForeverForeverForever
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The dog was chewing the shoe.



The dog was chewing the shoe.

Circle the subject in this sentence.



The dog was chewing the shoe.

That’s right – the dog is the subject in this sentence.



The dog was chewing the shoe.

Now, find the verb and put a box around it.



The dog was chewing the shoe.

Have you drawn the box in the right place?  Why is the box round 
both was and chewing?



The dog was actively chewing 

the shoe!
So this is an 

sentence.

How could we change this sentence around?



The shoe was being 
chewed by the dog.

How have we changed this sentence around?



The shoe was being chewed by the 
dog.

Now circle the subject in this sentence.



The shoe was being chewed by the 
dog.

The shoe is now the subject of this sentence.



The shoe was being chewed by the 
dog.

Where is the verb in this sentence? 
Draw a rectangle around the verb.



The shoe was being chewed by the 
dog.

Did you get it right?  What is happening to the shoe?



The shoe was being chewed by the 
dog.

This is a                              sentence. 
The subject-the shoe is not doing 
anything, it is ‘passively’ having 
something done to it. It is being 

chewed!



Is this sentence active or 
passive?

Sarah was drawing a picture.





Sarah was drawing an picture.

That’s right! This sentence is active. 
Sarah is actively drawing the picture.



The window was broken by Kelly.

Is this sentence active or passive?





The window was broken by Kelly.

Well done! This sentence is passive. The subject of the sentence is 
the window. The window had something done to it – Kelly broke it!





The subjunctive form.

Year 6



The what?
The subjunctive form sounds scarier than it actually is. 

The subjunctive form is mostly used in formal language

(if you were the queen for example).

It can be used to give advice of talk about unreal situations.





Advice Unreal situations

• Advise 

• Ask

• Command

• Demand

• Insist

• Propose

• Recommend 

• Request

• Desire

• Wish

• Hope

• Dream



To advise

Noun/Pronoun Verb
(can change for
tense etc)

That Noun/Pronoun Infinitive verb
(must always be in root 
form for the subjunctive to 
be grammatically correct)

I propose that dad listen

She demanded that he be

We command that she write

Sarah insist that John have

Mr Jones ask that the school team attend

• Advise 

• Ask

• Command

• Demand

• Insist

• Propose

• Recommend 

• Request



Unreal situations

If Noun/pronoun were situation

If I were rich

If I were famous

If he were to attend they party

If they were going to book the holiday

• Desire

• Wish

• Hope

• Dream



Which is written in the 
subjunctive?

• If I were chosen, I would do my best.

Or

• If you choose me, I would do my best.



Which is written in the 
subjunctive?

• We ask that the match be postponed due to the rain.

Or

• We have asked for the match to be postponed due to 

the rain.



Which is written in the 
subjunctive?

• Honesty is part of our school rules.

Or

• Our school rules require that all children be honest.



Which is written in the 
subjunctive?

• It is essential that the game begin at once.

Or

• The game needs to start now.



Which is written in the 
subjunctive?

• Please can Matthew come home at lunchtime?

Or

• I request that Matthew be allowed to come home.



With the person next to you, 
have a go at saying 

something using the 
subjunctive form.



.



Colons and Semi-
Colons

Year 6



The ColonThe ColonThe ColonThe Colon

A colon consists of two dots, 
one above the other :



A colon is often used to 
introduce a list.

For example:
You will need to bring three 
things to the party: some food, 
something to drink, and a small 
gift for the host.



A colon can also be used to introduce an 
explanation, definition explanation, definition explanation, definition explanation, definition or quotequotequotequote: 

For example:
I’ll tell you what I’m going to do I’m 
going to quit.

Elephant a large grey mammal.

In Scene 5, Romeo states
“Juliet I love you.”



I’ll tell you what I’m going to do: I’m going to quit.

Elephant: a large grey mammal.

In Scene 5, Romeo states:
“Juliet I love you.”



Lastly, the colon can be used to 
isolate a point for emphasisemphasisemphasisemphasis: 

There’s only one word I can use to 
describe that, fabulous. 

There’s only one word I can use to 
describe that: fabulous.



The SemiThe SemiThe SemiThe Semi----ColonColonColonColon

The semi-colon consists of a comma with 
a dot above it ;



The semi-colon is often used to 
join together two connected 
clauses.

For example:
Mary drives a Mercedes; Jo drives a 
Volvo.



Elephants live in hot countries. They 
cool off by bathing. 

Technology at our school is a real 
success. The computers are top 
quality. 

TASK:TASK:TASK:TASK: write one sentence, using a 
semi-colon to join two connecting 
clauses. 



The semi-colon is also used to separate separate separate separate 
items in a listitems in a listitems in a listitems in a list, when the items are longlonglonglong
phrases.

Add the punctuation in here (there is also 
a colon to include) 

BSCS is known for many things the 
quality of the teaching, especially in 
English the healthy and appealing 
food the intelligence and helpfulness 
of the students.   



Our school is known for many things:
the quality of the teaching, especially 
in English; the healthy and appealing 
food; the intelligence and helpfulness 
of the students.   

There is already a comma so
a semi-colon helps to stop confusion. 





Dashes and hyphens.
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A dash showing interruption:

"The girl is my -"

"Sister," interrupted Miles. "She looks just like you."



A dash showing repetition:

• "You-you monster!" cried the frightened woman.

• "St-st-op!" stammered the boy.



In the same way commas and brackets can be used (to 

contain extra information):

• When we get there - if we get there - I'll have something to say to 
him about his confounded map.

• When we get there (if we get there)  I'll have something to say to 
him about his confounded map.

• When we get there, if we get there, I'll have something to say to 
him about his confounded map.



A dash before a final comment:

• "Yes - I will do it," agreed Lucy.

• I just have to make one phone call to the police and it's all over -
don't think I won't do it.

• She got home, put the kettle on and sat down - then she 
remembered.

• I'd love to go out with you to the dinner - when hell freezes over!



A hyphen links words:

• ice-cream

• topsy-turvy 



A hyphen also makes the meaning of a sentence 

clear:
• A big-city project. (A project on a big city not a big project on a 

city.)



Dashes and hyphens.

• to show interruption

• to show repetition

• for dramatic emphasis

• to contain extra information

• before a final comment

• to link two words

• to make the meaning of a sentence clear






